


How to take your reader 
from your pages to Paris



Favorite Books with Paris in the Title?



“The last time I saw 
Paris, her heart was 
warm and gay, I heard 
the laughter of her 
heart in every street 
café.”
Oscar Wilde

• Setting is a character.
• Pick the city and the reader can already 

anticipate the taste, touch, sight, scent, and 
sounds your characters are experiencing.

• Iconic things about Paris that come to mind 
immediately?





How to use setting 
to tell your story



Incorporate the icons

“At night I would climb the 
steps to the Sacre-Coeur, and I 
would watch Paris, that futile 
oasis, scintillating in the 
wilderness of space. I would 
weep, because it was so 
beautiful, and because it was so 
useless.”

~ Simone de Beauvoir, Memoirs of a 
Dutiful Daughter

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/146801


Take the icons and deepen it 
with an unexpected detail

“[T]he current of the Seine, with its large 
patches of green and yellow, more changeable 
than a serpent's skin…”
~Victor Hugo/The Hunchback of Notre Dame



Go Beyond 
the Icons



You Are a French 
Detective

+ + =
The things  that 
make the place 
you’re writing 
about iconic—
The landmarks
The turns of 
phrase
The food
The festivals
The people
The fashion
The customs

What makes the place 
you’re writing about 
different from the place 
you are?

“The French dine to 
gratify, we to appease 
appetite,” observed 
John Sanderson. “We 
demolish dinner, they 
eat it.”
~David McCullough, 
The Greater Journey



Look for the Contrast

“In Paris the cashiers sit rather than stand. They run your goods over a scanner, tally up the price, and 
then ask you for exact change. The story they give is that there aren't enough euros to go around. 
"The entire EU is short on coins."

And I say, "Really?" because there are plenty of them in Germany. I'm never asked for exact change 
in Spain or Holland or Italy, so I think the real problem lies with the Parisian cashiers, who are, in a 
word, lazy. Here in Tokyo they're not just hard working but almost violently cheerful. Down at the 
Peacock, the change flows like tap water. The women behind the registers bow to you, and I don't 
mean that they lower their heads a little, the way you might if passing someone on the street. These 
cashiers press their hands together and bend from the waist. Then they say what sounds to me like 
"We, the people of this store, worship you as we might a god.”

― David Sedaris, When You Are Engulfed In Flames



Look for the inside 
information

“Though griffe literally translates as 'claw,' Parisians 
have redefined it to mean 'stamp,' 'label,' or 
'signature.' It describes the pattern of favorite cafes, 
shops, walks, meeting places, which each of us 
imposes on the city and which makes it uniquely 'our 
Paris.' A griffe is no trivial thing. As surely as a 
passport, it identifies one as a bona fide resident, 
with loves, hates, tastes, and prejudices.”

―John Baxter, Immoveable Feast: A Paris Christmas



Find the Details With Tapped Resources

• Wikipedia

• Books

• Movies
• Charade, Amelie, Paris Je T’aime, Midnight in Paris, Two Days in Paris, 

Bourne Identity

• News Sites
• https://www.expatica.com/fr/news/
• https://www.thelocal.fr

• Music Sites
• https://french-iceberg.com/french-music-artists/

• Travel Sites
• Travelocity
• https://www.francaisimmersion.com/visit-france/

• Food Sites

• https://www.abeautifulplate.com/where-to-eat-in-
paris/

• https://www.thrillist.com/eat/paris/paris-best-food-
50-things-to-eat-before-you-die

• Friends

https://www.abeautifulplate.com/where-to-eat-in-paris/


Untapped 
Resources—
The Glory of 
Instagram



More Untapped Resources
• Blogs

• https://www.st-christophers.co.uk/travel-
blog/top-paris-blogs

• https://www.spottedbylocals.com/paris/best-
paris-blogs/

• https://hipparis.com
• Everydayparisian
• Parisinsidersguide
• https://theearfultower.com

• FaceBook
• https://www.facebook.com/goodlifefrance/
• https://www.facebook.com/bonjourparis/

• Photo Sites
• Deposit Photos
• Flickr
• Pexels
• Pixaby

• Random Strangers
• University departments/professors
• Local tourism offices
• Local bookstores
• Local clubs
• Local museums
• Local politicians
• Local churches

https://www.st-christophers.co.uk/travel-blog/top-paris-blogs
https://www.spottedbylocals.com/paris/best-paris-blogs/
https://hipparis.com/
https://www.facebook.com/goodlifefrance/


The Paris Writing 
Retreat Recommends…
• Thirza Vallois



Get Lost In Paris:
what does your 

character see and do?

“…the weather is icy, but Paris looks beautiful. 
Everything is white & every morning the sun 
disappears in a pink sky. The fountains are just a 
bubble in their basins of ice…I am going to enjoy 
life in Paris I know. It is so human and there is 
something noble in the city…It is a real city, old 
and fine and life plays in it for everybody to see.” 

~Katherine Mansfield in a letter to a friend (1913)





Drill down on the little things.



The little details – street lamps



Café culture



Daily life



Daily Life



Don’t Get Lost in the Details

• It’s more important to tell the story than it is to get the price of a café americano correct

• If you can’t walk a particular street to note every scent, turn, or cobblestone, you don’t have to.

• Your reader wants to experience the story, not every tiny fact. The details are there to bring alive the senses.
• “Finding a taxi, she felt like a child pressing her nose to the window of a candy store as she watched the changing vista pass by while the twilight descended and the capital became bathed 

in a translucent misty lavender glow. Entering the city from that airport was truly unique. Charles de Gaulle, built nineteen miles north of the bustling metropolis, ensured that the final point 
of destination was veiled from the eyes of the traveller as they descended. No doubt, the officials scrupulously planned the airport’s location to prevent the incessant air traffic and roaring 
engines from visibly or audibly polluting the ambience of their beloved capital, and apparently, they succeeded. If one flew over during the summer months, the visitor would be visibly 
presented with beautifully managed quilt-like fields of alternating gold and green appearing as though they were tilled and clipped with the mathematical precision of a slide rule. The 
countryside was dotted with quaint villages and towns that were obviously under meticulous planning control. When the aircraft began to descend, this prevailing sense of exactitude and 
order made the visitor long for an aerial view of the capital city and its famous wonders, hoping they could see as many landmarks as they could before they touched ground, as was the 
usual case with other major international airports, but from this point of entry, one was denied a glimpse of the city below. Green fields, villages, more fields, the ground grew closer and 
closer, a runway appeared, a slight bump or two was felt as the craft landed, and they were surrounded by the steel and glass buildings of the airport. Slightly disappointed with this 
mysterious game of hide-and-seek, the voyager must continue on and collect their baggage, consoled by the reflection that they will see the metropolis as they make their way into town. For 
those travelling by road, the concrete motorway with its blue road signs, the underpasses and the typical traffic-logged hubbub of industrial areas were the first landmarks to greet the eye, 
without a doubt, it was a disheartening first impression. Then, the real introduction began. Quietly, and almost imperceptibly, the modern confusion of steel and asphalt was effaced little by 
little as the exquisite timelessness of Parisian heritage architecture was gradually unveiled. Popping up like mushrooms were cream sandstone edifices filigreed with curled, swirling 
carvings, gently sloping mansard roofs, elegant ironwork lanterns and wood doors that charmed the eye, until finally, the traveller was completely submerged in the glory of the Second 
Empire ala Baron Haussmann’s master plan of city design, the iconic grand mansions, tree-lined boulevards and avenues, the quaint gardens, the majestic churches with their towers and 
spires, the shops and cafés with their colourful awnings, all crowded and nestled together like jewels encrusted on a gold setting.”
― E.A. Bucchianeri, Brushtrokes of a Gadfly 



Details are 
meant to move

the story

Are you a fan of escargot?" he asked.
"Not particularly."
"Good." His smile eased onto his lips again. "I get 
concerned when people eat snails."
I glanced down the menu. "What about chicken?"
"I'm not as concerned."
~Melanie Dobson, Chateau of Secrets



Always ask: What Does 
Your Character Feel (5 
Senses)? 

“Paris had its sweetest smell, the smell of chestnut 
trees in bloom and of petrol with a few grains of dust 
that crack under your teeth like pepper.
~Irene Nemirovsky, Suite Francaise



Always Ask: Why Does 
Your Character Feel It?
In the darkness the danger seemed to grow. You 
could smell the suffering in the air, in the 
silence. Everyone looked at their house and 
thought, ‘Tomorrow it will be in ruins, tomorrow 
I’ll have nothing left.’”
~Irene Nemirovsky, Suite Francaise



Setting Belongs to 
You

“I've seen you, beauty, and you belong to me now, whoever you are waiting 
for and if I never see you again, I thought. You belong to me and all Paris 
belongs to me and I belong to this notebook and this pencil.”
~Ernest Hemingway, A Moveable Feast



Paris Je’taime
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uyy3RCY27E8&t=300s



Stay in Touch! • www.suzannetierney.com

• suzanne@suzannetierney.com

http://www.suzannetierney.com/
mailto:suzanne@suzannetierney.com

